IIntroduction
The number of water molecules involved in a hydrated gadolinium (III) complex notably determines the efficiency of the contrast agent used in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for medical diagnosis. 1 In MRI the hydrogen atoms of the water molecules need to be close to the Gd 3+ ion to enhance proton spin relaxation. At the present time, commercial agents contain only one water molecule complexed simultaneously to the gadolinium ion with an organic ligand.
Challenging investigations are being carried out to find efficient complexes with two water molecules, 2 however and up to now, no such system that is stable and could be immediately usable has been reported yet. Another trend of research is dynamical and consists in optimizing the exchange rate of the water molecules to improve the efficiency of the contrast agents. 2 Molecular modeling and explicit force fields can help to better understand the local complexation properties of the gadolinium ion and to provide grounds for the development of new optimized ligands. The use of molecular simulation is justified by the need for statistical and dynamical properties, the presence of rather rare events taking place over hundreds of picoseconds in explicit water.
Recent studies have shown that a great care should be paid to the force field used to model such systems in order to get consistent structural and dynamical properties along the lanthanide series. 3, 4, 5 The AMOEBA force field 6, 7 developed by Ren, Ponder and coworkers presently stands as one of the most accurate force field available for water. It has previously been used successfully to determine solvation free energies for K + , Na + and Cl -ions in liquid water and formamide 6 and to investigate the role of polarization effects in alanine dipeptide. 8 More recently, it was used in the Jungwirth group to elucidate the propensity of heavier halides for being located near the water/vapor interface. 9 The present article focuses on the solvation dynamics of the gadolinium ion, in order to determine the properties of the first coordination shells of this ion. The AMOEBA framework was chosen for several reasons. First, its performances in reproducing cluster, liquid and solid bulk properties are particularly good, 7 and its numerical cost remains relatively modest. More importantly in the present context, and contrary to most conventional force fields, the AMOEBA force field incorporates important physical interactions such as self-consistent polarization forces, which turn out to be critical for the present solvated ion. 5 Extending AMOEBA to treat the lanthanide ion requires accurate estimation of its interaction with water molecules. Reference calculations, performed at relativistic ab initio levels, are thus required in order to extract the relevant parameters in the force field.
Another motivation of the present work is to look at charge transfer (CT) between the ion and the nearby solvent molecules. Indeed for lanthanide (III) ions, it could be expected that the polarization term does not completely represent all the many-body effects. In the AMOEBA force field framework, charge transfer is not explicitly taken into account but implicitly included via the parameters derived from ab initio calculations that obviously contain all these effects. The purpose of this preliminary study is to evaluate the order of magnitude of the charge transfer in the case of lanthanide (III) complexes. While CT can be conveniently estimated from first-principles calculations, most conventional force fields assume for simplicity that the partial charges carried by the atoms remain fixed. This approximation is obviously doubtful for highly flexible systems, and a number of improved force fields that account for these effects have appeared. Here we have used the fluctuating charges (fluc-q) framework first introduced by Mortier and coworkers 10 and by clusters, 15 and more recently biomolecules. 16 Fluctuating charges are also a key part of reactive potentials such as ReaxFF.
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AMOEBA assumes a set of fixed partial charges, which only interact when they belong to different molecules. Charge transfer mainly takes place along chemical bonds within each molecule, with a lesser influence from the environment. Such intramolecular interactions are precisely needed in fluc-q potentials, hence there is a fundamental incompatibility between the current implementation of AMOEBA and fluctuating charges. Thus it does not seem appropriate to incorporate fluctuating charges in AMOEBA, as this would alter all other polarization effects.
Nevertheless fluc-q models remain very useful to estimate charge transfer in large systems, because they rely on well defined approximations to electronic structure theory, 18 through Sanderson's principle of electronegativity equalization. 19 As a result, these models can be taught to mimic firstprinciple data, and transferred to more complex systems out of reach at the ab initio level. Thus fluc-q models provide a relatively inexpensive but quite accurate way of quantifying the various effects of charge transfer in the solvated system containing hundreds of atoms. In the present work, a fluc-q model has been parametrized on our electronic structure calculations as a tool for processing the trajectories generated using AMOEBA.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next Section, we briefly recall the main elements of the AMOEBA force field, and its extension to the gadolinium (III) ion. We also briefly give details about the conditions under which the simulations were performed. In Section III, the structure of the first and second coordination shells of the gadolinium ion in a cluster of 120 water molecules is
discussed. An analysis of the residence time of the water molecules in the first shell is given.
Section IV is devoted to the charge transfer effects, and includes the ab initio reference calculations performed on small clusters and a short description of the fluc-q model. We analyse the molecular dynamics trajectories in terms of the charge transferred to the gadolinium ion, paying a particular attention to its correlation with the coordination and the related water exchange phenomena. We finally summarize and conclude in Sec. V. ).
II-
Many-body polarization effects are explicitly treated using a self-consistent dipole polarization procedure. The induced dipole on each site i is written:
with ! " i the atomic polarizability and ! E i," the electric field on atom i.
As a result,
with T the usual interaction matrix and A polarization-damping scheme 21 is used to avoid polarization catastrophe at short distances. A smeared charge distribution replaces the point dipoles with the form:
u is the effective distance as a function of atomic polarizabilities between sites i and j, a is a dimensionless width parameter of the smeared charge distribution which controls the strength of damping (a was set to 0.39 for the water AMOEBA force field 7 ).
Repulsion-dispersion interactions between pairs of nonbonded atoms are represented by a buffered 14-7 potential:
where ! " ij is the potential well depth,
! " = 0.07 and ! " = 0.12. For heterogeneous atoms pairs, the following combining rules were used:
This buffered 14-7 potential is known to reproduce simultaneously series of ab initio results in gas phase and liquid properties on noble gas and diatomic species, with a better accuracy than the usual 12-6 Lennard-Jones pair potential. 22 We plan in the future to study the complexation of the Gd 3+ ion with a highly flexible organic ligand. In anticipation, the water molecules have been considered here as flexible. The intramolecular valence terms consist in bond stretching, angle bending and torsion, all being taken from the MM3 force field. 23 Furthermore, anharmonicity effects are added through the use of higher-order deviations from ideal bond lengths and angles. Additional valence terms are used to model the coupling between stretching and bending, with an Urey-Bradley functional form.
b. Extending AMOEBA to the gadolinium (III) ion
The AMOEBA parameters for Gd 3+ ion were obtained from ab initio calculations performed at the CCSD(T) / LC-ECP+CPP (large core effective core potential associated to a core polarization potential) level 24, 25 with uncontracted basis sets, energetically corrected from basis set superposition error (BSSE). The gadolinium repulsion-dispersion parameters were fitted from a sample of configurations (about 50) of the Gd From our experience, a good transferability of the parameters to larger water-gadolinium clusters is expected thanks to the accuracy of the reference ab initio data. 5, 26 In addition, the dipole polarizability Water molecules fill a defined solvent volume around the ion, one molecule after another based on steric criteria. Each structure wass optimized with a steepest descent procedure to obtain an energetically favorable position, considering only van der Waals energies. For propagation of dynamical trajectories, the integration method we used was the Beeman algorithm. 28 Molecular dynamics simulations were performed at constant temperature with a Berendsen thermostat. 29 The water-gadolinium cluster was confined by spherical boundary conditions with a van der Waals soft wall characterized by a 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential. The wall was set to a fixed buffer distance of 2.5 Å outside the specified radius of 12 Å. This value was optimized after several tests to probe the role of the size of the radius sphere. All molecular dynamics simulations were carried out with the TINKER software package 30 at 300 K with a 1 fs time step, for a total simulated time of 1 ns per trajectory. Configurations were recorded every 0.1 ps. Some preliminary tests performed with a small cluster containing 60 water molecules did not show strong structural difference, but the residence time in the first solvation shell was affected due to an uncomplete second shell. We chose the large cluster with 120 water molecules in order to pursue further studies where the gadolinium ion will be complexed with an organic molecule, that needing a large number of water molecules in order to be more fully solvated. 
IIIStructure and dynamics of the solvated ion

a. Structural results
The radial distribution function g(r) for Gd-O pairs and the integrated curve are plotted in Figure 1 . A narrow first peak observed at 2.44 Å indicates the location of the first coordination sphere. The integration of this peak gives a statistically averaged coordination number (CN) of 8.6.
A second sphere is observed, more disordered than the first, with a larger peak centered at 4.65 Å, which corresponds to about 18 water molecules. Beyond this distance, no specific geometric arrangement can be pointed out anymore. These molecular dynamics results compare well with available experimental data such as EXAFS and X-ray diffraction studies, which bound the coordination number between 7.5 and 9.9 with large uncertainties. 31 The statistical value obtained here for this ion located in the middle of the lanthanide series is consistent as it is admitted that the coordination number decreases from 9 to 8 occurs along the series. 32 The experimental value of the 
b. Evaluation of the residence time
The residence time of a water molecule inside the first hydration shell has been determined following Impey et al. who introduced the notion of persisting coordination. 33 This quantity is correlated to the persistence of a water molecule in the first hydration shell within a time t.
However, temporary excursions are allowed provided they last less than t*, the latter quantity being commonly taken as 2 ps. 33 The residence time ! " is determined by fitting a decay function f(t) that represents the distribution of the persistence time:
.
In this equation ns. An analysis of the trajectory gives an equilibrium value of the coordination number between 9 and 8 (63% for CN=9 and 37% for CN=8) with a preferred arrangement for coordination 9. We notice that no arrangement with CN=10 is ever observed in our simulations. Therefore, this result highlights a coexistence of associative and dissociative pathways for the water exchange mechanism. In Figure 5 , the distribution of the time spent in coordination numbers 8 and 9, obtained from short time averages, is plotted. The data are accumulated from the five trajectories.
The two average times are different and the average time spent at coordination 9 is significantly longer than the one spent at coordination 8. This time can be correlated to the duration of the exchange phenomenon, which indicates that conformations with 8 water molecules in the first shell behave as an intermediate species.
IVCharge transfer a. Ab initio calculations
Ab initio Mulliken charges were calculated at QCISD level for the [Gd(H 2 O) n ] 3+ clusters containing n=1, 2, or 4 water molecules and for gas-phase H 2 O. For the cluster with n=8 molecules, we had to restrict to the MP2 level of computation. The QCISD level is the most accurate postHartree-Fock method available to calculate Mulliken charges using a core-polarization potential coupled to the large core ECP for Gd 3+ . Table 2 gives the gadolinium and oxygen charges, as well as Δq, the partial charge transferred to Gd. The charge transfer to Gd is significant and grows roughly linearly from 1 to 8 water molecules surrounding the ion in the gas phase. The ab initio charges were used to fit the parameters of the fluctuating charges model for each atom type using a standard error minimization procedure.
b. Fluctuating charges models
At the level of electronic structure calculations, the determination of charge transfer between the lanthanide ion and the water molecules is no longer feasible for the large clusters considered in transfer between gadolinium and water can be removed by not including the charge on the ion in the last term of Eq. (7). Charge transfer will occur only within each molecule, but under the influence of the entire system, if the charge over each molecule is constrained to be neutral, which implies as many constraints. For these two types of constraints, the charge on gadolinium is set to +3 and only the charge on O and H atoms are allowed to vary.
Among the many possible forms for the electrostatic interactions, we chose a simple phenomenological expression:
. The charge carried by oxygen atoms is maximum at the peak of the first coordination sphere (2.44 Å). It is obviously smaller when CT is allowed with gadolinium because the solute draws out some of these electrons. When the CT between Gd 3+ and water molecules is neglected, the charge carried by oxygen is significantly larger, but does not change in large amounts if only intramolecular CT is allowed. Therefore in this case, the charge carried by oxygen is the result of intramolecular transfer mainly, perturbed by the Gd 3+ solute. As can be seen from Figure 7 , charge transfer remains non negligible at the second coordination sphere and should not be overlooked.
Our results clearly show that in the second sphere the influence of the ion and the transfer between water molecules are of comparable magnitude, with respect to the isolated molecule (-0.55 on oxygen).
VConclusions
The present ab initio and molecular dynamics study of the gadolinium (III) ion hydration was performed using a variety of methods, in an effort to achieve atomistic simulations over relatively long time scales and involving the solvent explicitly. A high level model potential that includes essential polarization effects was chosen, based on the AMOEBA force field developed by Ren and
Ponder. 7 The parameters required for the gadolinium-water interactions were fitted on CCSD(T) / LC+CPP electronic structure calculations on the Gd The present study encourages us to go on with more complex systems by introducing an organic ligand in the first coordination sphere of the gadolinium ion. This ligand should be selected in the contrast agent family of polyaminocarboxylates recognized for their efficiency in MRI applications. 
